Intraoperative computed tomography and automated registration for image-guided cranial surgery.
Two key problems for the use of navigation systems in image-guided surgery are accurate patient-to-image registration and the fact that with ongoing surgery the patient's anatomy is altered while the image data remains unchanged. A system for intraoperative CT imaging and fully automated registration of this image addresses both problems. It had been evaluated successfully in phantom studies. In this clinical study, we assessed the impact of the system on intraoperative workflow and registration accuracy in everyday patient care. In ten patients who underwent image-guided surgery, CT image data were acquired intraoperatively and were automatically registered in the navigation system. Registration accuracy and surgical outcome were assessed clinically. In six of these patients, a maxillary splint with markers had been inserted to cross-check registration accuracy. The target registration error of these markers was measured. In all cases, registration accuracy was clinically sufficient and the surgical task could be performed successfully. In those cases where a maxillary template with target markers was attached for additional control of the registration accuracy, the target registration error was always better than 2 mm. Automated registration reduced the intraoperative registration time considerably and partially compensated for the time needed to perform the image data acquisition. Intraoperative CT imaging and automated registration successfully address the two key problems of image-guided surgery. The method is robust and accurate and proved its usability in everyday patient care.